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BASKETBALL TROUBLE

TENNIS SWEEP

The Eastern men’s basketball team lost
its fourth point guard this season.
Coach Jay Spoonhour described the
situation as not being “real life.”

The Eastern women’s tennis team defeated Western Illinois and Saint Louis
over the weekend, ending a losing streak and winning its first two wins of
the season.
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Students’ voices
shine during
poetry slam
By Olivia Swenson-Hultz
Copy Editor | @DEN_News

JORDAN BOYER | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Gena Browning, a sophomore family consumer science major, sings at the “My Black Is … Empowering” poetry slam Monday
night in the 7th Street Underground of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

The lights were dim in the
7th Street Underground, but
students’ voices shone as they
performed poetry and sang
songs at the “My Black is...
Empowering” poetry slam.
“We live in a world where
they try to disgrace us instead of embrace us, filled
with crooked cops killing unarmed blacks. You are smart,
kind and important, and only
your fellow brothers and sisters know that you’re worth it,
” said Jade Lewis, a senior sociology major, as she recited
her poem “Dear Black Girl.”
Lewis composed the piece
by herself over the course of
one weekend.
Lewis said she was inclined
to write her piece to encourage
the African-American community to embrace their roots
and provide guests with some
encouraging words.
Alexis Scott, a student
at the Lakeview College Of
Nursing, continued to question racial injustice in the U.S.
with her poem, “Being Black.”
“How come when I say
‘Black Lives Matter’ I’m a race
baiter? How come everything
black is related to death,”
Scott asked.
Deja Dade, a senior communication studies major,
performed a monologue called

Black Student Union hosts Black Jeopardy
Game offers ‘different
approach’ to teaching
importance of AfricanAmerican Heritage Month
By Andrew Paisley
Campus Reporter | @Andrew_Paisley1
Students can take a different approach to
learning about African-American heritage
at the Black Student Union’s “Black Jeopardy” game.
“Black Jeopardy” is set for 7 p.m. to 9
p.m. Tuesday in Coleman Auditorium.
Claude Abdoulaye-Pedila, secretary for
the Black Student Union, said this game is
a different approach to teaching students
the importance of African-American Heritage Month.
“Often, people have so many definitions
of what African-American Heritage Month
is,” Abdoulaye-Pedila said. “By participat-

“By participating in
Jeopardy, students will
be able to get a better
understanding of this,
as well as be able to test
their knowledge.”
-Claude AbdoulayePedila, secretary for
the Black Student
Union
ing in Jeopardy, students will be able to get
a better understanding of this, as well as be
able to test their knowledge.”
K T Kelley-Morton, vice president of the
Black Student Union, said not all of the
questions will be about history.
There will be multiple categories of questions during Black Jeopardy, including mu-

sic, movies and fashion.
“This will be a fun, interactive game for
students to get involved in,” Kelley-Morton
said.
Kelley-Morton said it is important for
students to increase their knowledge of African-American Heritage Month in a fun
way.
“I hope that students actually have fun
at the event,” Kelley-Morton said. “ We
want students to know that this topic is not
something you can only learn about in a
classroom, so we wanted to come up with
a fun, relaxing and interactive twist for everyone.”
Parrish Amos, parliamentarian of the
Black Student Union, said the goal, besides teaching students more about African-American Heritage Month, is to engage
them in this event.
There is no registration necessary to participate in Black Jeopardy.

Jeopardy, page 5

“The Black Party.”
“It doesn’t transmit with
me as a person, but it’s an important part of my past,” Dade
said as she began her performance. “I was in love once.
We loved each other so much
that we had plans to get married —but then they killed
him.”
Dade said she picked a
monologue to perform because Monday marked the anniversary of her theater teacher’s death.
“We are a very influential
part of U.S. history, and we
continue to strive for excellence,” Dade said regarding
African-American Heritage
Month.
One performer, Brendan
Stewart, performed his rendition of “Ol’ Man River” during the open mic portion of
the night.
“Not many people appreciate old songs like this, and we
wanted to keep it alive,” Stewart said.
“Ol’ Man River” is about
the struggles of African-Americans working on a boat along
the Mississippi River.
Later in the night, guests
gathered on the stage to guess
numerous songs by prominent
black artists such as Nas and J.
Cole, who were displayed on
the TV screen.

Poetry Slam, page 5

C AMPUS BRIEFS

Faculty Senate to hear
from interim dean of
Arts and Humanities
Staff Report | @DEN_News
The Faculty Senate will meet on Tuesday
for a conversation with the interim dean of
the College of Arts and Humanities and staff
members of the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
According to its agenda, the Senate will
hear from Interim Dean Anita Shelton, Dan
Crews, director of programming and celebration coordinator for the Doudna Fine
Arts Center and Dennis Malak, the chief of
operations for Doudna.
The meeting is set for 2 p.m. in room
4440 of Booth Library.
Other communications on its agenda include a draft of the Charleston Bike Plan.
At the last Faculty Senate meeting, members of the Council on Academic Affairs attended to discuss shared governance as it applies to Eastern’s organizations.

Senate, page 5
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Local weather
TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Mostly Cloudy

Partly Cloudy

High: 26°
Low: 19°

High: 27°
Low: 15°
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House Republicans working
to avert another shutdown
WASHINGTON (AP) — The era of
trillion-dollar budget deficits is about to
make a comeback — and a brewing budget deal could mean their return comes
just next year. In the meantime, House
GOP leaders are grappling with the need
to pass legislation to avert another government shutdown at midnight on Thursday.
House GOP leaders scheduled a
closed-door session Monday evening to
brief Republican lawmakers on a strategy
to pass a stopgap funding bill that could
last up to six weeks to buy time for progress in implementing any budget pact
and, perhaps, enacting legislation sought
by Democrats on immigration. Republicans are scrambling to pass the measure
through the House since they can't count
on support from Democrats to advance
the legislation.
Details are closely held and subject to
change. But at issue is a two-year deal to
increase crunching caps on spending set
by a failed 2011 budget deal. Republicans
have pushed for defense increases in the
neighborhood of $80 billion a year and

have offered Democrats nearly as much
— $60 billion or so per year — for nondefense programs.
Add in $80 billion to $90 billion
worth of hurricane aid for Texas, Florida and Puerto Rico, health care funding
and money for President Donald Trump's
border security plan, and the final tally could total close to $400 billion. The
potential cost, over the 2018-19 budget
years, would rival the deficit impact of last
year's tax measure over that period.
The negotiations are bipartisan since
it takes votes from Democrats to lift the
budget caps and advance a follow-up omnibus spending bill, whose overall cost is
likely to exceed $1.2 trillion. That means
domestic programs get their due, despite
the opposition of conservatives.
The budget talks are closely held and
occurring as lawmakers struggle to sort
through a solution to protect younger immigrants soon to be at risk of deportation
with Trump's elimination of the Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals program,
called DACA, established by President
Barack Obama.

The budget caps are the hangover from
the 2011 Budget Control Act, negotiated
between Republicans and Obama, which
prevented a default on the national debt
and established a deficit-cutting supercommittee. But the failure of the supercommittee left behind unrealistic automatic spending cuts, known as sequestration, and today's stringent spending caps.
Deals in 2013 and 2015 eased the effects of sequestration by replacing cuts to
domestic agency operating budgets and
the Pentagon with spending cuts and fee
increases elsewhere in the budget.
This year's looming deal is too big,
however, to be fully offset with easy cuts
elsewhere so Capitol Hill leaders would
simply be adding much of its costs
straight to the $20.6 trillion national debt.
In the wake of last year's tax bill, the
Congressional Budget Office says the deficit for 2018 will hit about $700 billion
— before any fresh increase. Next year's
deficit is already estimated to reach $975
billion, so the brewing agreement would
mean the first $1 trillion-plus deficit since
Obama's first term.

After closing record schools,
Chicago's new plan draws fury
CHICAGO (AP) — Five years after
the largest mass closure of public schools
in an American city, Chicago is forging
ahead with a plan to shutter four more
in one of the city's highest-crime and impoverished areas.
School officials are pitching the new
closures around Englewood, a neighborhood on Chicago's South Side, to make
way for a new $85 million school they
insist will better serve students and reverse low enrollment. But some parents,
students and activists are skeptical, saying they're still reeling from the 2013
closures and the latest plan will make
things worse, including the displacement
of hundreds of mostly black and poor
teenagers.
Like other cities, Chicago has long
relied on closures to address underperforming and underutilized schools. Significant closures have taken place in
Philadelphia, Detroit and St. Louis, but
Chicago made history when it closed
roughly 50 schools, affecting more than

12,000 students in mostly AfricanAmerican and Latino neighborhoods.
The debate over Chicago's latest proposed closures has exploded, with shouting matches and emotional pleas during community meetings. Residents
have pleaded with the district to invest
more in neighborhood schools and safety. Some have alleged that racial politics
are at play. And they worry by pulling
students out of schools near their homes
and placing them in ones farther away,
they are putting them in danger of gang
members who will view them as the enemy just by virtue of their address.
Chicago Public Schools says nothing
is final until an expected Feb. 28 board
vote. The nation's third-largest school
district argues it's tried to boost enrollment and resources to the four schools,
but it hasn't helped. In Englewood,
about 10 miles from downtown, fewer than 500 students are enrolled in the
four schools. As a result, one freshmen
class has only 17 students and another

school doesn't offer science.
The new school, which would open
in 2019, will enroll only freshmen at the
beginning, and upperclassmen will be
left to attend nearby schools. The district
expects to spend millions on the transition, including on individualized plans
to help students at risk of dropping out,
paid summer job programs and possible
shuttle buses to transport students.
Research on the benefits of school
closures is mixed. In 2017, the National Education Policy Center at the University of Colorado Boulder compiled research finding that even when students
transferred to higher-performing schools,
those students saw an achievement drop
in the first year and marginal gains later on.
Critics, including neighborhood activists and unions, say the district hasn’t
done enough to address problems it
helped create and there's a lack of trust,
especially after two consecutive CPS
leaders left office under scandal.

Republican Senate
candidate clients
included Pritzker
Group
MADISON, Wis. (AP) — Republican
Senate candidate Kevin Nicholson's consulting clients includes companies owned, or invested in, by Pritzker Group, a financial firm
started by J.B. Pritzker, a Democratic megadonor and candidate for governor in Illinois.
Nicholson reported last month that he
had been paid at least $15,000 from Pritzker-related companies over the past two years.
Nicholson is running against Republican
state Sen. Leah Vukmir in the primary, with
the winner taking on Democratic Sen. Tammy Baldwin.
Nicholson works as a business consultant
for the Chicago firm ghSMART. He reported income from the Pritzker companies in
filings last month.
Nicholson spokesman Brandon Moody
did not address that work specifically, but
said Monday that Nicholson has been
"working hand in hand with the Senate
Ethics Committee" to fulfill his reporting
requirements.

Chicago area could
see nearly 2-week
delay of early
voting
CHICAGO (AP) — Millions of voters in the Chicago area could see a nearly
two-week delay in the start of early voting over ongoing candidate ballot challenges, election officials said Monday.
Early voting was slated to start across
Illinois on Thursday. However, due to
objections to several candidates' paperwork that haven't been resolved, ballots won't be ready on time, said Chicago Board of Election Commissioners
spokesman Jim Allen. He estimated early voting will be available Feb. 21, possibly earlier.
Election officials in suburban Cook
County echoed the same concerns and
also gave a delayed Feb. 21 early voting
start, meaning roughly three million registered voters — half of them in Chicago — will be affected. Officials in nearby
DuPage County, which has over 600,000
registered voters, announced plans Monday to also delay until Feb. 21.
It was unclear how many other locations in Illinois might push back early
voting.

TODAY ON
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City Council to vote
Poster planner
on regulations for
solar energy systems
Staff Report | @DEN_News
The City Council will vote on establishing regulations governing commercial solar energy systems at its
meeting Tuesday.
The meeting is set for 6:30 p.m. in
City Hall.
According to the agenda, the city of
Charleston researched how commercial solar energy systems affect development in the community, as well as
the health, safety and welfare of local
businesses and residents.
With the end of its research, the
city now wants to adopt zoning regulations regarding commercial solar energy systems. On Jan. 31, the Charleston
Board of Zoning, Appeals and Planning conducted a public hearing on

the systems, and after hearing testimony and public comment recommended
the approval of the proposed amendments.
“Regulating commercial solar energy systems promotes the public health,
safety and welfare by only allowing
systems to locate where they will cause
the least impact,” the agenda states.
Also on Tuesday’s agenda is two resolutions abating taxes: one for the
tax levied to pay a debt ser vice on
$6,140,000 general obligation refunding bonds for the year 2017, and another for the tax levied to pay debt service on $950,000 general obligation
refunding bonds from 2017.
The News desk can be reached at
581-2812 or dennewsdesk@gmail.com.
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Rebecca McDaniel, a freshman middle level education major, designs a poster for Taylor Hall’s
upcoming general assembly event, a pajama party.

Upright Citizens Brigade to perform improv comedy
Staff Report | @DEN_News
The Upright Citizens Brigade Touring Company will present an improv
comedy at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 14 in the
Doudna Fine Arts Center’s Dvorak
Concert Hall.
Along with the performance, the
Doudna is offering a Valentine’s Day
Date Night dinner and show ticket
combination for couples attending the
comedy.
The dinner will take place in Doudna from 6 p.m. to 7:15 p.m. prior to the
UCB performance and features an Italian buffet including chicken Parmesan,
fettuccine alfredo, salad, green beans,
bread sticks, beverage and assorted desserts.
According to the press release, the
UCB touring show is a 90-minute, unscripted and improvised comedy performance based on audience feedback.
“The improv stars will perform a
high-energy and surprising show that
has never been seen before and will
never be seen again,” according to the
press release. “Upright Citizens Brigade
Touring Company brings the best im-

prov comedians from the legendary Upright Citizens Brigade Theatres in New
York and Los Angeles to new audiences
around the country.”
UCB performers have brought their
comedy talents to TV shows and films
like “Broad City,” “Saturday Night
Live,” “Bridesmaids,” “The Hangover”
and “The Heat.”
Eastern’s two comedy groups Hello
Dali and Lunch Box Voodoo will open
before UCB takes the stage.
Tickets for the performance are $20
for general admission, $15 for seniors
(62+) and $10 for students. Tickets for
the Valentine’s Day Date Night dinner
and show combo are $60, $55 and $50.
All tickets can be purchased online at
doudnatix.com, by phone at 217-5813110 or at the Doudna Fine Arts Center Box Office.
Box Office hours are Tuesday through
Thursday 11:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Friday 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. and one
hour prior to the scheduled performance.
The News desk can be reached at
581-2812 or dennewsdesk@gmail.com.

SUBMIT TED PHOTO | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

The Upright Citizens Brigade will perform improv comedy on Feb. 14 in the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
Eastern’s Hello Dali and Lunch Box Voodoo comedy groups will open before the main act.
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Let students know
by advertising in our
Classifieds section!

Nice 1-7 Bedroom Homes
Conveniently Located Close to Campus
Clean, Comfortable, and Affordable!
Get them move-in ready!
To advertise, call ...

581-2812

Call or text us at 217-345-4001
Visit our website at www.eiuliving.com

Pick up tomorrow’s edition of the Daily Eastern News
to read all the latest in news, sports and features!
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‘Tis the flu season

Carole Hodorowicz

Adventure
does not
fade with age
Typically, whenever I am at Chicago Union Station waiting for my train, I always find myself in an
interesting conversation with an equally interesting
stranger.
Sunday night was no exception. This time, I found
myself in a conversation with an older man and his
wife. Our conversation sparked with the exchange of
Super Bowl scores and eventually turned into a discussion about travel.
The couple had been travelling all day, starting
from Des Moines, Iowa. Their next destination was
New York, where they plan to fly to Israel with a
group of strangers with the same desire to travel.
The man told me that this would be the 76th
country he and his wife have visited together since
they retired.
When I had first saw the couple, I already labeled
them #relationshipgoals after watching the man read
to his wife.
After hearing about the amount of countries they
were crossing off their bucket list together, they became #lifegoals.
Although I never got either of their names, I did
get a new perspective on the inevitable years of my life
that I have always associated with aching bones and
crippling nostalgia.
We are always told to take advantage of our youth.
We are always told this is our only real chance to fully
embrace the meaning of YOLO.
This brief conversation I had with the couple
made me realize otherwise.
No matter how old we get, every moment, every
day and every year are still precious. Although our appearances may dull, that does not mean our lives have
to as well.
Instead of looking at another year added to our age
as one step closer to the end, we should look at it as
another opportunity to do something we never had
the time to do before.
Everyone has a different approach to this opportunity. While the couple I met in the train station decided to take their retirement and free time to visit 76
countries around the globe, others may decide to read
76 books or try 76 types of sushi.
Whatever it is that has piqued your interest and
continues to tickle the back of your mind with possibilities, make it a priority. Make it your present. Make
it yours.
It is never too late to make a bucket list.
Carpe diem, my friends.
Carole Hodorowicz is a junior journalism major.
She can be reached at 581-2812 or
cdhodorowicz@eiu.edu.

Those interested can inquire at opinions.DEN@gmail.com for all opinion
questions, submissions and letters to
the editor.
Please allow a week for us to publish
letters to the editor.
The Editor reserves the right to not
publish letters.
Letters that are 250 words or less will
be prioritized, but longer ones will be
considered by the editorial board.
Please include your name and phone
number to verify letters.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Recognize and solve problems
Even though the budget impasse, which
starved higher education for nearly two
years, has come and gone, it is evident that
public universities are still suffering in its
aftermath.
Unfortunately, Eastern has not been left
out of this equation.
At a Feb. 2 meeting of the Council on
University Planning and Budgeting, representatives from the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union and the Textbook Rental
Service highlighted the cutbacks both areas
have made as a result of the impasse.
These cuts are not surprising. In fact, it
seems as though the entire campus has become numb and submissive to the news that
more entities on campus have to succumb
to cuts directly resulting from the state’s incompetence.
The situation was, and still is, disgusting.
As a result of the state holding the university hostage, textbooks had to be renewed less quickly, which naturally led to
a shortage of textbooks for some students.
However, the situation continues to fes-

ter. Now, since professors decided to keep
up with the times and request online supplemental materials to help improve their
courses, it is almost as if the university is
being punished because everyone has to figure out how to pay for it.
The ridiculous impasse had caused
enough suffering, and just when we thought
we were in the clear, we are hit with damaging effects during the aftermath that are
making it difficult to receive an education
that is up to date with universities nationwide.
We agree that something needs to be
done (actually, we believe something should
have been done in 2015 before this mess
happened), but the university cannot do it
alone.
We understand that the leaders holding
the university together are doing all they
can, and we continue to ask for their cooperation, support and hard work.
However, we are all adults, and therefore
we should stop acting like everything is OK.
It is like we are sitting in a burning room,

smiling and claiming “everything is fine.”
Everything is not fine, and as soon as we
recognize that the better off we will be, because then we can then come together and
challenge our representatives in Springfield
to do their job and support our campus.
That is the most important factor in this
situation. There is only so much awareness
we as a campus can raise; there is only so
much planning the administration can do to
ensure we are secure for the future. It is up
to the legislators to make sure they are doing their fair share and fighting for Eastern.
So once again, we, the staff at The Daily Eastern News, call on Representative Reggie Phillips and Senator Dale Righter to do
their job and remember Eastern when the
governor presents his “balanced budget” on
Feb. 14.
Two years later and we are still talking
about the budget impasse. When will it
end?
The daily editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Daily Eastern News.

Diversity leads to better understanding
Almost every day you can find something
that perpetuates a stereotype, whether it is on
television, in the news or during real life experiences.
These stereotypes include but are not limited to Asians as smart, black people as criminals,
Indians as convenience store owners, women as
bad drivers and much more.
This is obviously painting humans with a
broad brush.
You might see these stereotypes as unfair or
you might not notice them at all; it all depends
on your own cultural background and biases.
These cultural backgrounds and biases can
become dangerous if people faction instead of
seeing outside of their bubble and trying to understand others.
If we segregate by race, gender, ethnicity, class
etc. then we are only able to see through one
perspective, which causes us to perpetuate these
stereotypes.
When a group is diversified you realize how
ridiculous and untrue these stereotypes can be.
But it goes much further than just hanging
out with people of different gender, race, ethnicity or class.
Just because you have a black friend does not
mean you cannot be racist. You do not get to tokenize a human being for your moral benefit.
Diversifying a group means discussing different identities and trying to put yourself in their
shoes to understand them better.
Although you might not ever be able to un-

Today’s quote:

Abbey Whittington
derstand, making the attempt to listen and taking yourself out of your own biases can bring
you back down to Earth.
Having an open conversation about our identity is important because these constructions
have shaped lives.
This conversation can help to squash the constructed ideas of who a group is.
For example, before my senior year of high
school I never thought of myself as anything but
a young pansexual (this came a little later) woman.
I did not think about how I was white because I did not have to. Even though I might
have experienced issues because of my class and
sexual orientation, I never thought about the
fact that other people passed judgment based on
skin color.
I also followed a very problematic brand of

feminism: white feminism. This movement only
focuses on the advances of middle to upper class
white women.
When I got into college and joined EIU Fem,
I learned about inclusiveness and how other
women are facing much different and arguably
much worse oppression from our patriarchal society.
Before college, I never knew the issues women of color or trans-women faced or what being
non-binary meant in general.
These are just a few of the issues that affect
people of another demographic and it goes so
much deeper with several intersections along the
way.
When I think about when I first called myself
a feminist I laugh about my small-minded way
of thinking about activism.
Even though I learned about how other people were facing very different issues that still involved feminism, I knew that growth was not
over and it never would be. Not with every intersection.
Something we need to remind ourselves of is
that we are still learning and that we will never stop.
The more we learn about our own identities
and others, the better we can stand united with
an understanding of one another.
Abbey Whittington is a junior journalism major
and can be reached at 581-2812
or anwhittington@eiu.edu.

Timidity does not inspire bold acts.

-Mae Jemison
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Deja Dade, a senior mass communications major, performs a monologue
at the “My Black Is … Empowering” poetry slam Monday night in the 7th
Street Underground of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

»

Briana Wesley, a senior emergency management/disaster preparation major, and Carl Winton, a senior community health major, talk on stage at the “My Black Is … Empowering” poetry slam Monday night in the 7th Street
Underground of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

Poetry Slam

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Sierra Snell, a senior psychology major
who helped to coordinate the poetry slam
and serves as the parliamentarian for Eastern’s chapter of the NAACP, said it is important to take the time to recognize all minorities.

»

“You don’t usually hear about all of the
positive things that we’ve contributed to society,” Snell said. “There’s more to us than
our past.”
Carl Winton, a senior health studies major
who serves as the president of the NAACP,

»

Jeopardy

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
“We strongly encourage people to just show
up,” Amos said. “Once participants show up, we
will start to divide them into teams.”
Amos said this is not something that the Black
Student Union came up with to bore students.
“I intend for everyone to have a blast at Jeopardy and be able to leave there knowing more

also helped to coordinate the open mic night.
Winton said the poetry slam started being
put together at the beginning of the semester and that anyone was free to sign up and
perform.
“It’s important to be aware of the histo-

about African-American Heritage Month, while
also feeling that they truly enjoyed the event,”
Amos said. “What better way to have fun than
playing Jeopardy?”
Andrew Paisley can be reached at
581-2812 or at abpaisley@eiu.edu.

Senate

ry and not to lose sight. This event gave the
people in the arts the chance to support
black history,” Winton said.
Olivia Swenson-Hultz can be reached at
581-2812 or omswensonhultz@eiu.edu.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

CORRECTION

Future guests at meetings include business professor David Boggs, the chair of the Council on Graduate Studies on Feb. 20 and music professor Danelle
Larson, who is the chair of the Council on Teacher
Education.

In an article from Monday’s edition of
the Daily Eastern News, Brendan Lynch
should have been identified as the advocacy director of Bike and Hike. The
News regrets the error.

The News desk can be reached at
581-2812 or dennewsdesk@gmail.com.

Come back tomorrow to get the scoop on what’s
happening at EIU and in Charleston!
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Red Room relaxation

The New York Times Syndication Sales Corporation

OLIVIA SWENSON-HULTZ | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Matt Jacobs, a junior music education
in the
Red York,
Room inside
of the Doudna Fine Arts Center. He said he enjoys the Red Room because of its “homey feels” and it
620 major,
Eighthrelaxes
Avenue,
New
N.Y. 10018
gives him a place to pass time in between
classes.
For Information
Call: 1-800-972-3550
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Food ___
(Thanksgiving
drowsiness)
5 Ocean predators
10 Get ready,
casually
14 Insult
15 Writer Zora ___
Hurston
16 “Follow me!”
17 Disobey a rush
order?
19 What prices
do during
hyperinflation
20 Longest river in
Europe
21 Cataract site
23 Word after drum
or press
24 How some solve
crosswords
26 Vessel for Jack
and Jill
28 Red Sea
peninsula
31 Disobey a stop
order?

35 “Now I get it!”

60 Maestro Seiji
63 Like a person
who might be
called “chrome
dome”
65 Disobey a
pecking order?
68 Plays with
69 Setting for an
outdoor party
70 Vegas hotel with
a musical name
71 “Gotta run,” in a
text
72 Downhill rides
73 Like a half-moon
tide

36 Where Ang Lee
was born
38 Singer Lovett
39 Genre for
21 Savage and
50 Cent
40 Frittata
ingredient
41 The Mormons,
for short
43 Fish with more
than 100
vertebrae in its
spine
44 First lady’s man
46 Author
Hemingway

O
M
P
V A
E O F G
R A W
A T
A
B U R
M A R I
E R N A
E
T M Y F
R O A
P U T
D I S C
I B E A
A B E T

48 Sculptures, e.g.
49 Disobey a
standing order?
51 Large artery
53 Cave residents
54 Amazon IDs
56 Nothing but
57 Ukraine’s capital

O
N
L
O
A
N
L
O
I
N
O
M
S

A
D
O
N
A
I

T
A
R
T
A
N

S
L
Y

G
P
F L A
I L S
R E
W I
S Y N
I N F
S
E
R

P
A
L
O
M
A

M
A
K
E
N
O
S
E
N
S
E

1

I
C
E
C
A
V
E

G
A
G
S
T
E
R

D S
H H
L Y

S
C
E R N O
N V O Y
E S T S

2

3

4

5

14

6

8

9

10

18
21

30

39

40
45

49

26

31
36

44

22

25

35

32

13

27
34
38

41

42

43

47

48

50

51

53

54
58

23

33

37

46

57

12

19

24
29

11

16

20

28
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15

17

56

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
M A R C
O W N U
B L A Z
C
P T B O
F E E
C A L A
E T
S P A T
L I G H
A Q U A
S U E T
H A R
E N E
S T D
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For rent
1 & 2 Bedroom apartments available
near campus affordable and very nice.
Contact Kevin 217-208-9724
__________________________2/23
Bowers Rentals - Fall 2018. 1-7 BR leases available. Great locations close to
campus! Affordable rates starting at
$250/mo. Call or text 217-345-4001.
See all our homes at eiuliving.com.
___________________________2/9

Announcements

52

55
60

CLASSIFIEDS

61

62

DOWN
63
64
65
66
67
1 Winter hrs. in
Lake Wobegon
68
69
70
2 Patron saint of
Norway
71
72
73
3 Fast-swimming
shark
PUZZLE BY ZHOUQIN BURNIKEL
4 2009 aviatrix
22 Mud wrap site
56 Touch
33 Wraps up
biopic
34
Airline
whose
25
New
citizenship
5 Alternative to
58 AOL and MSN,
in-flight
seeker
bottled
for two
magazine is Sky
27 Calder Cup org.
6 High-___
37 A long, long time 59 Abbr. after a list
monitor
28 White House
42 One of four
press secretary
61 Police informant’s
7 Exhortation after
for “The
___ Huckabee
wear
“Supplies are
Star-Spangled
Sanders
limited!”
Banner”
62 Where most
8 Salve ingredient 29 “Wow, that was
Buddhists reside
45 Bumped into
fun!”
9 In stitches
47 Wide-eyedness
64 Broadband
30 Locale for a
10 Some Toshiba
letters
West Coast wine 50 Make inquiries
products
tour
52 Native of Japan’s
66 A helping hand
11 2003, for LeBron 32 “Key” hotel
“second city”
James and
personnel
55 Cowboys’ ties
67 Maple product
Dwyane Wade
12 Smartphone
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 7,000 past
notification
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
13 Jaunty
Read about and comment on each puzzle: nytimes.com/wordplay.
18 Light

Looking for three or more girls for a
home away from home. Updated and
affordable. Contact: Kevin 217-2089724
__________________________2/23

L O O K I N G
F O R
P A R T N E R S ?

ADVERTISE WITH

THE
DAILY
EASTERN
NEWs

CAll (217) 581-2812

PHOTO GALLERIES AT

www.dailyeasternnews.com

OUR
WEBSITE IS
www.dailyeasternnews.com
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Women’s tennis team sweeps weekend
By Dillan Schorfheide
Women’s Tennis Reporter | @DEN_Sports
The Eastern women’s tennis team defeated Western Illinois and Saint Louis over the
weekend to end a five-match losing streak,
while also picking up its first two wins of the
spring.
Both matches resulted in commanding victories for the Panthers; a 7-0 sweep over Western on Saturday and a 5-2 victory over SLU
Sunday.
The big focus for the team going into the
weekend was on winning the doubles point,
which the team was 0-5 on so far this season, but the Panthers won the point in both
matches.
Interim Director of Tennis Samuel Kercheval said his assistant, Kevin Hussey, said the
doubles play from the team looked more solid
and simply made more volleys.
“That was a focus last week on anticipating and targeting while we were at the net and
it seems we did that during both matches,”
Kercheval said.
The doubles point was a good first step
Kercheval said, but he added that the team
competed from start to finish in both matches
to get the victories.
Against Western, Eastern won the doubles
point after sweeping the three sets. The duo
of senior Grace Summers and sophomore Stella Cliffe won their doubles set 6-2, freshman
Claire Martin and junior Srishti Slaria won
their doubles set 6-2 as well and freshmen
Karla Contreras and Rachel Papavasilopoulos
won 6-3 against their doubles counterparts.
“Against Western Illinois, everyone was focused and took care of business giving us a
sweep of the matches,” Kercheval said.
In the singles part of the competition, all
six Panthers won their matches in straight sets.
Most of the singles sets ended for the Panthers once they won their sixth points in the
sets, but Contreras and Papavasilopoulos both

FILE PHOTO| THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Freshman Karla Contreras hits a backhand at Eastern’s practice Sept. 2017. Eastern swept the matches on the road over the weekend and is getting ready for three matches starting Friday.

won their second set 7-5.
With the loss, Western became 1-1 on the
season while Eastern improved to 1-5.
The Panthers quickly moved to 2-5 Sunday
after defeating Saint Louis, making the Billikens stay winless making their record now 0-4.
As with the Western match, Eastern won all
three doubles matches with the same duos.
Saint Louis's two points came in the singles

part of the competition, after Mariluz Rojo
defeated Summers in a tough three set match,
2-6, 6-2, 6-1. Contreras also fell for Eastern,
losing 6-2, 6-4 to Saint Louis Alba Salinas.
Cliffe and Slaria were able to defeat their
opponents in straight sets, but Papavasilopoulos and sophomore Emily Pugachevsky went
to three sets to earn their wins.
Eastern now has a shorter amount of time

to prepare for next weekend, as the Panthers
have three matches starting Friday.
Indiana University hosts Eastern on Friday,
then the Panthers travel to Peoria Saturday to
face Bradley and Sunday Eastern goes back to
Indiana to face Indianapolis.

DON’T MISS THIS

OPPORTUNITY
TO REACH POTENTIAL

CUSTOMERS

Dillan Schorfheide can be reached at
581-2812 or dtschorfheide@eiu.edu.

S ports

Sports Editor
Sean Hastings
217 • 581 • 2812
DENSportsdesk@gmail.com
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Panthers lose 4th guard to injury
By Sean Hastings
Sports Editor| @DEN_Sports
Somehow, the bad luck continued
and things have gotten worse for the
Eastern men’s basketball team.
The potentially great story of Eastern’s former team manager turned walkon point guard, will have to wait to be
finished next year. Redshirt sophomore
point guard Shawn Wilson suffered a
fractured hand in Eastern’s win Saturday
and is out the rest of the season.
Coach Jay Spoonhour confirmed the
news Monday.
He is the fourth point guard Eastern
lost to injury this season. Three out of
four guards are out of the season.
Spoonhour described Eastern’s situation as being not “real life.”
The Panthers lost senior starting point
guard Terrell Lewis Dec. 6 to an ankle
injury. Lewis is redshirting the remainder of the season. Twenty-four days later, they lost D’Angelo Jackson, also to an
ankle injury, but is supposed to return
at some point this season. Third-string
point guard Logan Koch strained his calf
Jan. 27, and he is done for the year.
Then Monday the devastating blow
of losing Wilson was delivered.
Toward the end of the game, Wilson
could be seen grimacing at his left hand,
but it was not until Monday where
Spoonhour and Wilson received confirmation that he fractured his hand and is
out the rest of the season.
Spoonhour said Wilson noticed
swelling in his left hand and had pain
Sunday, so he went to get an X-Ray.
The news comes two days after Wilson played 27 minutes in the Panthers’
79-71 win over Tennessee Tech, where
Spoonhour said Eastern would not have
won that game without Wilson.
Having Wilson play the way he did
on Saturday enabled senior Montell
Goodwin and freshman Mack Smith to
open themselves up for open shots and
score off of Wilson’s six assists.
“When Silk (Goodwin) is having to
handle it, it’s hard for him, because he

SEAN HASTINGS| THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Redshirt junior guard throws up a layup high off the backboard at the end of the shot clock in Eastern’s 79-71 win over Tennessee Tech Saturday in Lantz
Arena. Wilson injured his left hand in the game and is out the rest of the season. He is the fourth point guard to be injured this year.

can’t score and create (at the same time),”
Spoonhour said following the win Saturday. “Now when you have someone that
can kind of let Silk stand up there and
maybe shoot some, that helps.”
Spoonhour spoke highly of Wilson
following the loss, saying that he did not
want him to get too proud about the
way he played because Eastern still had
six games left, making it seem that Wilson may be playing a larger role moving

forward.
Wilson only played 39 minutes combined before playing 27 Saturday and
showcased speed and ability to drive past
Tennessee Tech’s defenders and finished
two plays at the rim on a winding down
shot clock.
Those were the two plays the Spoonhour remembered the most, he said.
And for Smith, who also was forced
to step into a larger role this season, said

the reason the Panthers were able to pull
out the win was because of chemistry.
The fluidity of the offense was something that has been absent in recent
games.
But Saturday Eastern scored 50
points in the second half, but now is
faced with the road block of not having
another point guard moving forward.
“(Saturday’s game) shows a lot,”
Smith said. “It shows a lot of teams what

they have coming with EIU and we just
have to maintain that.”
The Panthers play a pivotal game on
the road at Southern Illinois Edwardsville Thursday. Eastern and the Cougars
are tied for the No. 8 spot in the OVC
with matching 4-8 records.
Sean Hastings can be reached at
581-2812 or smhastings@eiu.edu.

Softball team returning many key players
By JJ Bullock
Assistant Sports Editor | @DEN_Sports
The Eastern softball team was selected to finish fourth in the OVC preseason poll, but expectations for this
team are much higher from the inside.
The ranking is lower than what senior pitcher Jessica Wireman expected,
but she said it does not bother her or
anyone else on the team.
“At the end of the day none of those
people that voted have been at our practices to see how good we really are and
how well we really mesh,” Wireman
said. “The preseason polls are irrelevant
to me, and I think a lot of other people
can say the same thing.”
The biggest reason for the heightened level of expectations in the return
of pitchers Michelle Rogers and Wireman for their senior seasons.
Wireman struck out 171 batters last
year and finished with a 2.55 ERA in
167.1 innings and Rogers pitched to a
2.70 ERA appearing in 121.2 innings.
Wireman is hoping that her senior
season will be her best season so far as
a Panther and said she thinks her and
Rogers are the best pitching duo in the
OVC.
“The thing we have over other duos
is our experience. Unlike most pitchers
in college, Michelle and I got thrown
into the circle as the number one and
two starters our freshmen year,” Wireman said. “Since then we’ve learned
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Eastern senior pitcher Jessica Wireman fires a ball during a game for Eastern last season in Charleston. Wireman
posted a 2.55 ERA and struck out 171 batters last season.

these past three season how to complement each other in our pitching and its
one of the keys to our team’s success.”
The 288-innings pitched between
the duo combined for 88 percent of the
workload by Eastern pitchers last season.
After losing 2017 home run lead-

er Amber Toenyes to graduation, the
Panthers welcome the addition of power-hitting junior college transfer Breya
Cooper to the lineup.
Last season for Rend Lake community college, Cooper hit .404 with 19
homeruns, 78 RBIs and an .824 slugging percentage, making the all-GRAC

team.
Wireman said she is excited for every new addition to the team, but particularly cited the additions of freshmen
Morgan LaMore and Meg Burton.
“I think (LaMore and Burton) are
extremely talented for their age and on
top of that, they are willing to listen

and learn to make us a better program,”
Wireman said. “I think that those two
are exactly what EIU softball needed to
bring home a ring this year.”
The Panthers will boast one of the
OVC’s stronger outfields as all three of
its starters last season will return.
Junior outfielder Kayla Bear was
named one of USA Softball’s 50 players to watch nationwide for the upcoming season. Last year she hit .299 and
led the team with 39 runs scored and
30 stolen bases, the third-most in a season in program history.
Outfielder Mia Davis also returns,
as she led the team with a .437 on-base
percentage last year and 15 walks.
The team’s 2017 leader in batting average will also be back, senior Taylor
Monahan, who hit .378 last season, will
round out the outfield for Eastern.
All across the diamond, the Panthers
will return impact player from last season. Sophomore catcher Haley Mitchell, who led the team with 33 RBIs last
year, is back, junior Maria Devito, who
had a .356 on-base percentage, is also
returning along with junior infielder
Mady Poulter.
The Panthers open up their season
Feb. 9 against Iowa at the Mardi Gras
Classic in Lafayette, La.
Conference play for Eastern begins
on March 24 against Belmont.
JJ Bullock can be reached at
581-2812 or jpbullock@eiu.edu.

